
Evergreen regulatory syncing for integrated compliance
Regulatory change management has long been a complex and worrisome issue. With constantly shifting factors 
to be accounted for, regulatory compliance has all too often been a burden to the enterprise. Edgile’s iGRC 
Content Service offers a solution by harmonizing Governance, Risk, and Compliance with your organization's 
industry-specific business strategy. 
 
Whether you’re using a GRC automation tool, or handling compliance manually, iGRC delivers up-to-date 
harmonized laws and regulations in an easy-to-use format. Our annual iGRC database subscription service 
provides synchronization of the laws and regulations that matter most to your organization, alongside highly 
useful risk, governance, and control-related information to run your compliance program at an optimized level.

 

 

 

 

Risk and Compliance  Program
GLBA, FFIEC, SOX,
PCI, HIPAA, FISMA 

Healthcare
HIPAA,  HITECH, 

Privacy

Gaming Industry
Gaming MICS, Privacy 
laws, PCI Compliance

Statutes, 
Regulations &
Standards

Financial Services
GLBA, FFIEC, FDIC, NY 
DFS Cyber, NIST CSF  

What is it useful for?
• Risk Assessment
• Compliance Readiness
• Policy and Standard Development and Refresh

Why is it better?

Consistency  Developed by lawyers and cybersecurity experts

Simple  Easy to navigate IT risk management framework

Integrated  Integrates risk with compliance concepts

Tailored  Easily customized to include client-specific policies

Clear  Transparency through verbatim sources

Faster Coverage  Sources updated through quarterly releases

Optimized  Thousands of mandates reduced 10X

HarmonizationLaws

Industry Requirements

GLBA
EU DPD

FFIEC
Other

PCI DSS
SOX

US Privacy
HIPAA

Quarterly Updates

Regulatory Frameworks

Risks
Sources

Controls
Guidance

What is it?
iGRC is an integrated “risk register” that 
automatically updates on a quarterly basis.
• Regulations
• Industry standards
• Harmonized laws

iGRC Content Service
for manual or automatic 
regulatory compliance
INTEGRATED RISK MANAGEMENT     Regulatory Compliance

GRC now

available for



Additional GRC Managed Services

How iGRC works 
We work with you to tailor the iGRC library for your organization’s unique needs. Getting started is easier than 
you might think, and typically takes less than one week. Annual subscriptions—with automatic quarterly 
updates—include two days of onsite consultation to implement your new iGRC Content Service.
 
Contact us to learn how Edgile’s iGRC Content Service can lower costs while delivering better results from 
your organization's GRC program.
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Edgile Technology Diagnostics
for Financial Services

Updated regulations and threats require current tools.  Edgile Technology Diagnostics enables your 
organization to more easily identify unknown security issues—and demonstrate a proactive security posture.

Edgile: We Secure the Modern EnterpriseSM

Edgile is the trusted cyber risk and regulatory compliance partner to the world’s leading organizations, providing consulting, managed 
services, and harmonized regulatory content. We secure the modern enterprise by developing on-premises and cloud programs that 
increase business agility and create a competitive advantage for our clients. To learn more, visit edgile.com.


